
Celebrit� Gi� Ba�
step by step guide for brand marketers

the ultimate

Get your brand into multiple celebrities' hands  at events. 
 
Benefit from the associated star dust, name recognition and
popularity of the gifted celebrities. 
 
Leverage press with the ability to say a certain celebrity has your
brand. 
 
Introduce your brand anopen the door for a future relationship with
the celebrity

WHY A Gift Bag ?

For Brand Managers To
Successfully Create Your
Winning Celebrity Gift Bag
Strategy

How? 8 
TIPS

43% of Consumer Report Being Aware of Making a Purchase  
After Seeing A Brand with A Celebrity!

1 TAKEAWAYS 2 SCREENING

3 DEAL WELL WITH REJECTIONS
Make your product unique 4 WHAT GOES IN THE BAG

A small sample is is always advisable

-Photos 
-Social media posts 
-Testimonials from talent 
- Guaranteed Press

Often a few chosen celebrities will
provide a photo moment or a press
opportunity that makes the product
donation worthwhile.

Takeaway Include

Brand managers should expect to provide multiple
items, including any special packaging, and not
expect them to be returned

Provide multiple items for the
screening process

Only participate in opportunities where
there are takeaways

The Producer of the event gift
bag makes the initial choice
about what to include in the bag,
and the associated event or
celebrity provides �nal approval.

The bag may EVEN be featured on a news or talk
show, or within a print magazine partner's pages.

6 PLAN AHEAD

5 CHOOSE THE RIGHT CELEBRITIES It is important to keep a balance
between talent and attainability.  
 
Know the desired goal to help make
decisions about whether you really
need an A-list celebrity, or if
someone a little lower on the totem
pole will work just as well. The B, C
and even D-List get major press!

They don't want my brand
Don't give up! There are a lot of events out there
who do! 
 
Brand managers can source either another
partnership or go back, �nd out why it's a "no" and
paint a better picture of why your product is
unique and how it �ts for the event opportunity

Actual product and gift
certi�cate are two options.
Regardless of what you give,
something tangible is
advisable.  
 
For example, a vacation
resort can provide a CD of
ocean waves to tease the idea
of a paradise getaway. 
 
A gift certi�cate in a cute
container which can be
redeemed for something
customized is an option too!

Understand the goal of gift bag involvement

8

YesNo

To get the best opportunities and send the samples to the events, brand
managers should start planning sponsorship and gift bag opportunities
at least three months prior to the event.

We all like free stuff!
 Even the media...so share
the love and provide info
on your brand along with
some take home item. 
 
Press are often invited to
cover the gift bag - and
opportunities may even
exist to do additional
giveaway extensions
through their own media
outlets. For free!!

A digitally published press release about the event and
celebrities who received (and loved!) your product is
an easy next step to take, and will even help your SEO
and keyword search metrics rise.  
 
And any images you get - it's time to go social!  Use
your networks and post away for more eyeball reach
and impact!

Plan 3 months in advance...but keep
budgets for golden last minute opportunities

Tick Tock

Now write a press release!
IT'S NOT OVER - USE YOUR ASSETS7 SECURE PRESS

Prepare extra product for press.

WWW.HOLLYWOODBRANDED.COM

Call Us Today At 310.606.2030  

To Brainstorm On Celebrity Event & Gift Bag Ideas For Your Brand!


